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What do we mean by place quality?

ASPIRATIONS
(for place quality)

5‘ ’s

Based on …

… the
recognisable
and desirable
qualities of everyday
successful places

Friendly – open, cherished, characterful
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Fair – inclusive, healthy, low impact

Flourishing – adaptable, dynamic, diverse

Fun – vibrant, playful, stimulating

Free – safe, accessible, democratic

The benefits are proven
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Key lesson 1: it’s the holistic qualities
of place not the detail of design that
matters

Around
Europe with
HOPUS

OBSTACLES
(to place quality)

But
what
about
the bits
tourists
don’t
see?

Rome

Paris

Gdansk

It seems that whatever the system, whatever the
governance, no mater what our rules and regulations,
however we organise our professions, and no matter
what our histories, placeless design seems to be the
inevitable consequence of development processes
outside our historic city centres. Moreover, this is despite
the ubiquitous condemnation of such environments as
sub-standard by almost every built environment
professional you ever meet
HOPUS, final report
http://urbact.eu/en/projects/
quality-sustainable-living/hopus/

Paris

Gdansk

What do we all have in
common?

Placelessness

Rome
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From the small scale …

e.g. Greenwich

e.g. Greenwich
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From the small scale …

Morrison's+at+Erith.jpg (image)

e.g.
Erith

… to an
entire town
centre

http://2.bp.blogspot.com/_f6J9ldP2axo/SA-YE5OJeqI/AAAAAAAAAoA/rPPEnIQzfzE/s1600-h/Morrison%27s%2Bat%2BErith.jpg[16/01/2014 11:20:41]

National
leadership

We hardly do place quality at all

Quality / design / place agenda

1990

Key lesson 2: placelessness is the
default outcome from our development
processes (and is ubiquitous)

2000

2010

0.03%
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Perverse impacts

The results are clear to see

VIABILITY

of well-meaning policy

Bad news …
Key lesson 3: Government sets the
tone (through policy and action) that
others follow – we need to campaign
for better!

We have seen …

Bad news …

and good
Suburban exemplars
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Renaissance cities

Key lesson 4: good place-making
(almost always) involves positive
public sector involvement and clear
local leadership

We have seen …

We have seen …
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Amazing projects

But
aspirations
alone will not
do

The tyrannies of practice
architect

engineer

planner

surveyor

The creative tyranny:
the fetishing of design, the heroic form-giver

a battlefield
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The D£v£lop£r

The market
tyranny:
the market knows
best, what sells
counts

The result

The
regulatory
tyranny:
rules is rules, we
know what we like
and we like what we
know

The result

The Planner and the
Engineer

Key lesson 5: good place-making
almost always occurs within a context
of joined-up professional thinking and
collaboration
The result
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The tyranny of
disengagement

✗

Beware a community scorned

Over
the
longterm …

And the tyranny of bad
management

Beware a community scorned

… and
shortterm:
night
and day
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Spiralling costs of
disengagement

PRIORITIES
(to retrieve the situation)

1994 Local Plan
Policy HO7, NEW HOUSING DEVELOPMENT
New development should be laid out so as to:
• provide a high quality of built environment which is in
keeping with its surroundings
• incorporate open space for both formal and informal use in
accordance with policy RE6 of this plan
• ensure that residents of the new dwellings would have a
satisfactory degree of privacy and amenity
• avoid any unacceptable effect on the privacy and amenity
of the occupiers of nearby properties
• pay due regard to existing features and ground levels on
the site
• subject to the above factors, to incorporate features to
assist in crime prevention

Reactive control only

Key lesson 6: A long-term commitment
to place implies engaging the
community early and considering the
on-going stewardship of place

2004 LDF Core Strategy
Policy E1, GOOD DESIGN
Planning permission will not be granted for development which does not include each
of the following criteria where relevant:
• a) The creation or retention of a high standard of amenity for all users of the new
development and occupiers of neighbouring property;
• b) Design features to enable safe and convenient use of buildings and facilities by
people with limited mobility;
• c) Measures to assist in waste minimisation and recycling;
• d) A safe and secure environment, where necessary including crime prevention
features;
• e) A high standard of architectural design in terms of scale, mass and materials;
• f) Respect for the character of the setting of the proposed development;
• g) A high standard of landscaping;
• h) A high standard of design of open spaces within the development, where
provided;
• i) Safe and convenient access for vehicles, cyclists and pedestrians; and
• j) Sustainable techniques to minimise the impact of surface water discharges.
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2014 Local Plan
Policy 10: DESIGN AND ENHANCING LOCAL IDENTITY
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

All new development should be designed to:
a) make a positive contribution to the public realm and sense of place;
b) create an attractive, safe, inclusive and healthy environment;
c) reinforce valued local characteristics;
d) be adaptable to meet evolving demands and the effects of climate change; and
e) reflect the need to reduce the dominance of motor vehicles.
Development will be assessed in terms of its treatment of the following elements:
– a) structure, texture and grain, including street patterns, plot sizes, orientation and positioning of buildings and
the layout of spaces;
– b) permeability and legibility to provide for clear and easy movement through and within new development areas;
– c) density and mix;
– d) massing, scale and proportion;
– e) materials, architectural style and detailing;
– f) impact on the amenity of nearby residents or occupiers;
– g) incorporation of features to reduce opportunities for crime and the fear of crime, disorder and anti-social
behaviour, and promotion of safer living environments;
– h) the potential impact on important views and vistas, including of townscape, landscape, and other individual
landmarks, and the potential to create new views; and

‘The future of
housing design’
?!?!?

– i) setting of heritage assets.
All development proposals, and in particular proposals of 10 or more homes, will be expected to perform highly when
assessed against best practice guidance and standards for design, sustainability, and place making, as set out in Local
Development Documents.
Development must have regard to the local context including valued landscape/ townscape characteristics, and be
designed in a way that conserves locally and nationally important heritage assets and preserves or enhances their
settings.
Outside of settlements, new development should protect, conserve or where appropriate, enhance landscape character.
Proposals will be assessed with reference to the Greater Nottingham Landscape Character Assessment

And no vision

Key lesson 7: We can’t rely on crude
policy and blunt control to deliver place
quality
(or for the market to deliver alone)

Lee Mallett 2013

Beyond static tools

We need to
draw!

Any attempts to reintroduce
‘visioning’ into
planning have not
been taken up by
the system as a
modus operandi. Is
this because it it too
political to draw
what is to become
of an area? … we
need to rediscover
the power of design
when we plan? .
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

local design guides
design strategies
urban design frameworks
design briefs
design standards
spatial masterplans
e.g. Liverpool University
Urban Design Framework

7. design codes
8. design protocols
9. area action plans
10. design indicators
11. labelling schemes
12. design charters

Propositional
tool 1: the.
urban design
framework

Isle of Dogs
Millennium
Quarter
Framework

Kings Cross

UK:
a proliferation of tools
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Millunium
Quarter

High street
2012

The Olympics
Legacy Masterplan
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But now …
policy stodge

L TION
OCA ULTA
FT L ONS
DRALAN C MENT
P OCU
D
e.g. Newhall, Harlow (Essex)

013

2
B13ER
E2M0
BECR
EMD

DEC

Nottingham City
Centre Urban
Design Guide
2009

Propositional
tool 2. the
design code

Like Lego … but (hopefully) not
Legoland!

What are they?
•

•

•

•

Design guidance for
large sites or areas
where specification for
the whole is coded into
parts
A limited number of
components may
generate a multitude of
final outcomes
The parts are specified
but the whole is
indeterminate or
emergent
Usually used to support
a site-based framework

Land Uses
•Layout of public space
•Residential, commercial and mixed land uses
•Building use
Streets
•Street types and dimensions
•Location of car parking
•Street furniture, planters, etc.
•Type and placement of trees, etc.
Blocks
•Street block pattern
•Plot aggregation
Building Plots
•Position of buildings
•Gardens, fences, etc.
Buildings
•Building type
•Building massing
•Height of buildings
•Size and shape of windows, doors, etc.
•Details of eaves / overhangs, gutters, etc.
•Signage

Architectural …

… but more importantly – urban
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e.g. Swindon
Whichelstow

e.g. Swindon
Whichelstow

Codes underpin many
exemplar projects
across England

Providing a space to inject
the essential urbanism
Hulme

Newhall

Upton

Greenwich

http://www.udg.org.uk/publications

How widespread are design codes?
Fig.5 Trend in Design Codes adoption over time
25

20

No. of Design Codes Identified

The latest
evidence

Preparing Design Codes
(CABE, ODPM - 2006)

15

10

Design Code Pilot Programme Monitoring and
Evaluation
(CABE, ODPM, EP - 2005)
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What are the benefits?

But keep it simple

Located on strategic road network and
within walking distance of railway station (3)
Surrounded by residential development of
varied quality and character (4)

3
1

>> Central and accessible location suitable
for live-work units
>> Surrouding area is fragmented and has
no uniform character. The development
needs to establish its own identity

4

Established woodland along southwest
boundary. This forms a buffer and barrier
between southwesterly neighbourhoods
and the site / town centre (2)

1
3

Several mature trees within site
boundaries (3)

3

>> Street pattern to follow topography
2

>> Retain views towards the town centre
>> Integrate woodland in development
to enhance character and connect with
surrounding neighbourhoods

2

>> Retain existing trees as indicated

Housing type and orientation of
surrounding development varies and
needs appropriate response:

>> Vehicluar access from residential
street to north
2

1-2

built form

1

ed
ach
i) det

>> Connect internal streets and paths to
surrounding footpaths to facilitate through
movement and improve connectivity of
surrounding neighbourhoods

ey
stor

1
4

(sem
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1

3

4-5 storey

>> Back gardens with minimum 10m
depth to respect privacy of existing family
dwellings (1)
>> Pull back from boundary to avoid
overlooking and overshadowing from 4-5
storey apartment blocks (2)

2

>> Position homes to overlook woods (3)
apartments

>> Position buildings to allow views
through to town centre (4)
>> Opportunity for triangular green at
the centre of the site to address shift in
alignment (5)

CO-ORDINATING CODE
New streets and footpaths aligned to follow
contours, and create convenient and legible
routes linking the site with the surrounding
development thus improving access to
the town centre for residents in existing
neighbourhoods to southwest (1)
Position homes to overlook routes and
appropriate in scale and character to
development along the site edges:
- Area for 2-3 storey family housing (2)
including:
5

2a

Terraced housing backing onto existing
family housing; back gardens with
minimum depth of 10m (2a)

7
4

5

Homes orientated towards the woodlands
to benefit from setting and improve
security of woodland paths (2b)

1

- Area for higher density development up to
6 storeys (3) with:

6

Set back and buffer with apartment
blocks to south (3a)

2a
3

6
2

1

2b

1
3a

2b

1

- Triangular green space in centre of the site
to accommodate shift in grid alignment and
create focal point for community (4)
- Retain long views (5)
- Retain key mature trees in high quality
setting (woodland extention and central
green) (6)

2b

CO-ORDINATING CODE

And internationally …

- Opportunity for landmark building up to 8
storeys to further strengthen identity of the
development (7)

studio REAL 2016

www.matthew-carmona.com

A network of footpaths runs along the site
boundary, but do not connect through
the site; site forms a barrier between
town centre and neighbourhoods to the
southwest (2)

1

BROWNFIELD SITE

Key lesson 8: We need to invest in
propositional planning tools in order to
shape and re-shape the places we
deserve
(Friendly, Fair, Flourishing, Fun and Free)

High quality design outcomes are
not delivered by chance

e.g. Hammarby Sjöstad

Sloping site falling towards the north east
with views towards the town centre (1)

With 5-10 minutes walk of shops, services,
employment and parks (2)

2

landscape setting

community and land use

Centrally located site with allocation H15 in
Local Plan (1)

4

4

No direct street frontage, access through
“gaps” in building line to north (1)

movement

The coordinating code

SITE OPPORTUNITIES AND CONSTRAINTS
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Discretionary
services cut
first and
hardest

The squeezed middle

Key lesson 9: Skills and capacity are
key. Local authorities that make that
investment reap the dividends

So … a final warning

Good planning and good
development follows from good
design

Prof. Matthew Carmona
The Bartlett, UCL

Thank you

www.matthew-carmona.com
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